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Email Bounce, Bounceback
(Mail Hosting: NTT Communications (Thailand) Co., Ltd.)

Very briefly some of these common reasons would include a user's Inbox being full, an email account not existing, the IP
address of the server or your ISP being blacklisted or blocked, the receiving server using Grey listing to defer the first few
email attempts, or server sending limits being exceeded.

What is a Bounce Back?
A bounce back message occurs in the form of an email that is sent to your account after the failure to deliver a message
that you have attempted to send. This message is generated either by your mail server or the mail server that was the
destination of your email. Bounce back messages are a method to let you, the email sender, know that something has
happened to disrupt the delivery of your email. This method of providing an error is standard on all email servers, but
the actual text used in the messages can vary.

Importance of the Bounce Back Message
Providing the bounce back messages for helping to diagnose email issues is of the utmost importance.
Bounce back messages can include vital information about the nature of the issue. Often, these messages
will provide the information necessary for technical support to verify server issues as well the exact error
type being reported by the server.
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Why does e‐mail Bounce back?


You fill out an envelope with your name and address up at the top‐left, and your recipient’s name and address in
the middle.



Your email client fills out your name and email address into the From: header fields, and you enter in your
recipient’s name and email address into the To: header fields.



You click send in your email client and wait for it to get picked up by the mail server.



Your email gets picked up by the email server set in your outgoing mail server settings.



Your email attempts to deliver from your email server, to your recipient remote e‐mail server.



Your email gets delivered by your recipient’s remote mail server into their email Inbox.

A similar scenario also plays out in the email world. Mail servers use something called a MTA (Mail Transfer Agent) to
handle email deliveries for the server. If you typed in something incorrectly in your recipient’s email address, or there is
a temporary delivery problem with their mail server, that remote MTA will send a Bounce back message to you with a
specific email error message or error code explaining why the message couldn't be delivered at this time.
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Soft bounce
If the recipient you're trying to email has an email Inbox quota that has been exceeded, or their mail server is
temporarily unavailable, your mail server will still try to deliver the email to their mail server. You would then receive a
soft bounce from that remote server letting you know that the message was unable to be delivered, typically along with
a specific reason.
A soft bounce is typically a temporary problem and you receive a bounceback message from the receipient's mail server
alerting you of the issue so that you can try to send your message again at a later date.

Hard bounce
If you entered in your recipient e‐mail address incorrectly and your mail server attempts to deliver the email to another
remote server that doesn't handle e‐mail for your friend. Then you will get back an almost immediate bounceback error.
A hard bounce can sometimes be a permanent problem, as it is essentially the remote mail server telling you that
because the user you tried to e‐mail doesn't exist on their server, it's not going to start working at a later time.

Blacklisted Bounce Back Messages
Blacklisting occurs when mail servers are flagged as being sources of spam. This may not necessarily be true, but if you
see that your email is being blocked due to the server being blacklisted, then you will need to submit a request to have
the server de‐listed.
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